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Version Control with Git: Powerful tools and techniques for collaborative software developmentO'Reilly, 2009

	Version Control with Git takes you step-by-step through ways to track, merge, and manage software projects, using this highly flexible, open source version control system. Git permits virtually an infinite variety of methods for development and collaboration. Created by Linus Torvalds to manage development of the Linux kernel, it's become...
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Introduction to Network Analysis, 2nd EditionPodbooks, 2001
The ultimate introductory guide to analyzing network communications at the packet level.  This book defines basic analyzer elements (such as capture filters, display filters, expert alarms, trend screens, and decode windows) and provides real-world examples of how an analyzer can be used to troubleshoot networks. Includes chapter tests and several...
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WordPress 3 Ultimate SecurityPackt Publishing, 2011

	Most likely, today, some hacker tried to crack your WordPress site, its data and
	content. Maybe that was just a one-off from some bored kid. Just as likely, it was an
	automated hit, trying dozens of attacks to find a soft spot. Then again, quite likely it
	was both.


	Whether you've been successfully hacked already, else...
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The Implementation (TCP/IP Illustrated, Volume 2)Addison Wesley, 1995
TCP/IP Illustrated, an ongoing series covering the many facets of TCP/IP, brings a highly-effective visual approach to learning about this networking protocol suite.

 TCP/IP Illustrated, Volume 2 contains a thorough explanation of how TCP/IP protocols are implemented. There isn't a more practical or up-to-date bookothis...
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Linux RoutingSams Publishing, 2001
Linux Routing is a  tutorial-reference written for experienced Linux users and administrators, as  well as general network administrators, who want to set up a router instead of  using the simple gateways Linux provides. This book gives you a solid grounding  in the routing protocols and tools...
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Fault-Tolerant IP and MPLS NetworksCisco Press, 2004
In the wake of increased traffic, today's service providers and enterprises must assure high availability across a variety of networked services and applications. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is the enabling technology for the widespread deployment of IP networks in core and Metro Ethernet applications. Many service...
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Cisco IOS Access ListsO'Reilly, 2001
Cisco IOS Access Lists takes a methodical approach to access lists and their capabilities, and is ideal for administrators of Cisco equipment who have configured access lists before but feel as if they're not taking full advantage of their capabilities (which, author Jeff Sedayao proves, extend well beyond security). Much of what Sedayao...
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Network Attacks and Defenses: A Hands-on ApproachAuerbach Publications, 2012

	The attacks on computers and business networks are growing daily, and the need for security professionals who understand how malfeasants perform attacks and compromise networks is a growing requirement to counter the threat. Network security education generally lacks appropriate textbooks with detailed, hands-on exercises that include both...
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X.400 and Smtp: Battle of the E-Mail ProtocolsDigital Press, 1997
X.400 and X.500: An Introduction is aimed at those with current or planned involvement in the management of X.400, including messaging managers, system or network planners, and software developers. This book provides background knowledge of mailing systems and functionality as well as a grasp of how the underlying network operates. It explains the...
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Enterprise Integration with WSO2 ESBPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 15 recipes to calibrate seamless modularity to SOA and address commonly-faced enterprise integration challenges with a zero-code approach


	Overview

	
		Learn how to implement the mostly-used Enterprise Integration Patterns with WSO2 ESB
	
		Discover how to integrate WSO2 ESB with FIX, HL7, and...
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Frame Relay for High-Speed NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
Emerging new applications for a mature technology. Frame relay has recently emerged as a popular interface choice for today's high-speed services, including videoconferencing, SNA networking, voice-over data, and high-speed Internet access itself. Stressing services rather than bits and bytes, this book reexamines this mature technology in light of...
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Todd Lammle's CCNA IOS Commands Survival GuideSybex, 2007
Let Todd Lammle help you master IOS commands for CCNA prep
   To become a Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA), you must learn the hundreds of IOS commands used by Cisco routers and switches. This handy reference from Cisco networking authority Todd Lammle is just what you need to master those commands.   

   From a...
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